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Abstract
This document summarizes the results of the Working Group 1 - SelfHealing and Recovery - within the Dagstuhl Seminar 09201 Self-Healing
and Self-Adaptive Systems (organized by A. Andrzejak, K. Geihs, O.
Shehory and J. Wilkes). The seminar was held from May 10th 2009 to
May 15th 2009 in Schloss Dagstuhl  Leibniz Center for Informatics.
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Introduction

The self-healing and recovery work group has undertaken to examine a sample
of techniques and technologies in the eld and devise a taxonomy according to
which these can be classied. Specically, it was suggested that, at a high level,
self-healing and recovery methods and architectures can be classied according
to the following:

•

Recovery action suggested by the method. Several such actions are listed
in proceeding sections. At a high level, these can be classied into failure
removal, alleviation, learning for future cases, etc.

•

Preconditions and requirements subject to which the method is to be
applied. For instance, some methods require specic instrumentation of
the target system.

•

The stage of system lifecycle in which the method is applicable.

For

instance, many methods apply to systems in production environments,
whereas others may apply to coding and testing stages, or design time.

•

Technology and language constraints. Some methods are applicable only
to one language or only to one system architecture (e.g, Java and SOA),
whereas others are more generic in scope.

•

The type of failure addressed by the method.

Some methods address

functional failures whereas others address performance failures. Some are
very specic, whereas others are very generic, etc.
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•

The eect of the method on the healed system and its environment. For
example, some methods change the system's code thus aecting, e.g., actions scheduling.

•

The ease of deployment and use of the method. For example, some methods may require expert knowledge to work with, whereas others may be
accessible to novices.

Some methods may work automatically or semi-

automatically, while other may be operated manually.
We view the above classication as a rough starting point aimed at facilitating discussion on a self-healing taxonomy. It is by no means complete, and
can surely be improved.

2

Self-Healing and Recovery Approaches

In what follows we provide descriptions of both generic approaches and specic
methods for self-healing and recovery.

2.1 Computational Reection and Control Loops
To be self-healing, a system must have some reective capabilities [1].
it must be able to perform

introspection.

First,

That is, it must constantly monitor

the running state of the system to identify any anomalous behaviour during
its operation. Second, whenever any failure is detected, it must execute some

intercession actions, i.e., carry out a certain procedure to recover from the failure

and repair faults without interrupting any of the functional services it provides,
so that it returns back to a stable state.

This generic approach to software

self-healing is also widely in the eld of control theory
In similarity to reection, a large body of research on control theory [2,
3] has suggested that self-* properties, and in particular self-healing, can be
modelled, and then implemented, as a control loop. Such a control loop includes
a monitoring component, an analysis component, a decision making component,
and an actuation component. Self-healing thus includes monitoring of the healed
system, analysis of the monitored data to identify problems, decision upon the
healing action to be performed, and performance of this action.

The results

of the action will feed into the monitoring component, thus closing the control
loop, allowing feedback and improvement of the healing.
Examples of such loops can be found in multiple specic self-healing solution
as well as a few generic architectures. For example, see the Panacea architecture
in [4].

3

Existing Self-Healing Approaches

The contents of this section are a part of the doctoral thesis of one of the authors
(Josu Martinez) and have been published in [5].
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Most of the already existing self-healing solutions dier in the intercession
mechanisms they use. Gosh et al. [6] surveyed in 2006 some of the strategies
used by other researchers to accomplish failure recovery. However, some other
techniques of interest were not taken into account in their study. The following
list summarizes four generic categories of failure recovery identied so far and
briey exposes some of the reviewed techniques:

3.1

Redundancy Techniques

Nagpal et al. [7] suggest a self-assembly mechanism based on an agent entity that
replicates components to replace dead neighbours and enables recomposition of
entire structures. Another strategy inspired from biology is providing the system
with the ability of replicating cells in excess to combat external intrusions [8].
Finally, one of the techniques used in Recovery-Oriented Computing (ROC)
[9] consists on isolating faulty components and replacing them with redundant
ones.

3.2

Architecture Models and Policies

Some component-based frameworks support interchangeable architectural styles
to suit performance deviations. Two examples are Rainbow [10] and Madam [11]
Rainbow statically associates a set of action rules for each of the pre-identied
failure causes. Madam uses some utility functions to select the most suitable
architectural variant to repair the fault.
Dashofy et al. [12] have developed an infrastructure that supports dynamic
reconguration of connector links.

They also provide a tool that enables the

system to merge the architecture description of the running system and the
description of the architectural changes to be executed to eect the repair plan.
Huang [13] uses Java-like recipes to specify the dierent components and connections between them. Then, a synthesizer component analyses these recipes to
decide which component and connections suit the environmental circumstances
of the system.
Georgiadis et al. [14] posit that it is possible to dynamically bind components
while fullling architectural constraints (akin to architectural styles) dened by
human administrators. Each component has a manager part that automatically
binds its required methods to remote interfaces of methods provided by other
components at runtime.
De Lemos and Fiadeiro [15] suggest a framework that performs some dynamic reconguration of the system through atomic operations. This approach
consists on isolating the failing component and substituting it with another
that oers alternative services, even if in a downgraded mode, and adapting
the connector among them so that the services provided by the new component
satises the expectations of its consumers. A conguration layer denes rules
for controlling the evolution of the system.
Some other approaches [16, 17] replace services or components by equivalent
ones. In these systems failing components are substituted by others that provide
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equivalent functionality.

Some decision policies determine which alternative

component replaces the original one.
Another type of replacement is hot-swapping of components [18], accomplished by inter-positioning of code or by replacement of code. Components are
dynamically replaced depending on certain attribute values described by system
administrators (e.g., size of accessed les) by optimized or newer ones. A mediator object swaps dierent implementations depending on the circumstances
of the environment. This mediator is actually interposed between the two implementations. Interposition wrappers enable components to extend or modify
their interfaces without requiring to rewrite any code.
Shin and Hoon [19] propose that each component of the system communicates with others using self-healing connectors similar to component ports. If
one of the objects of any of these two entities fails a reconguration plan is
constructed, all the objects associated with the anomalous object are blocked
and the aected components notied so that they also generate a repair plan
if needed.

Once the paralysed objects are xed, communications with other

components are re-established.
More recent studies [20, 21] adopt Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) to provide
failure recovery.

The system collects symptoms of failures and stores them

in a problem experience repository as case-solution pairs.

The hypothesis of

this technique claims that similar problems may be resolved by applying the
same type of solution. Similarly to the previous approach, Littman et al. [22]
use a reinforcement learning algorithm that enhances the eciency in selecting
the appropriate remedy actions that may heal the system from failures in its
operation.
Fuad and Oudshoorn [23] have implemented a priority-based fault-action algorithm. In this approach all the faults are described by pre-conditions, remedial
actions and post-conditions. Every remedial action has a priority level associated to it.

This work also oers a way of dynamically providing self-healing

capabilities to already built applications.
Kephart and Chess [24] suggest the use of negotiation theory. Violations of
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) reached between two components are considered operational failures. Remedies to resolve this type of issue are various:
asses a penalty, renegotiate the agreement, take technical measures or terminate
the agreement.

3.3

Component Micro-Rebooting

Faulty modules are micro-rebooted independently and automatically to avoid
fault propagation whenever they are suspected of not functioning properly [25,
26]. The eciency of this technique resides on the fact that re-starting single
components takes less time than rebooting the whole system.

A hierarchy of

dierent restart groups of components is created. This strategy allows the system to tolerate successive re-starts at multiple levels. Thus, rebooting a high
level component in the hierarchy may take a longer time than re-starting a lower
level component, but the recovery of the former is of a higher condence.
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3.4

SOA-based Process Reorganization

Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) is a exible coordination paradigm that
enables components to export and discover services over the network [27]. Similarly to the approach presented in this document, the main purpose of SOA is to
provide service publication, discovery, selection and binding [28]. As an example of a service binding mechanism, Baresi et al. [29] describe business processes
using directed graphs, and propose a technique to apply transformation rules to
autonomously modify the topology of the graphs at runtime. These rules transform a single node into a sequence of various nodes, into a parallel composition
of two nodes, or into a branch.

There are also rules to transform sequences,

parallel compositions and branches into single nodes. To make it feasible, all
the services have to be formally described using pre- and post-conditions.
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Concluding Remarks

The self-healing and recovery workgroup has studied several methods. One of
the results of this study was the recognition that the terminology is not well
dened. Specically, describing a method or comparing it to another is not a
simple task. The time and eort aorded during the Dagstuhl seminar could
not suce to overcome this diculty. However, by recognizing it we have set
a research challenge to the reference community.

We have also provided an

initial, rough set of properties to be examined when classifying and comparing
self-healing methods.
be examined.

We have further listed a sample set of technologies to

We leave for future work the systematic classication of these

methods and the development of a richer and ner self-healing taxonomy.
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Future Plans

The self-healing and recovery workgroup has established the following goals
for future activities: collect information on available self-healing solutions, case
studies and benchmarks; classify these according to the taxonomy; write a survey paper using the collected and classied data.
To achieve these goals, the following actions are planned:

set up a wiki

hosting service, linked to the Dagstuhl seminar page; rene and extend the
taxonomy dimensions and individual categories; add solutions and case studies
as found and needed. Finally, these will serve as input for the planned survey
paper.
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